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"Without "Without The Artist's WayThe Artist's Way, there would have been no , there would have been no Eat, Pray, LoveEat, Pray, Love.” —Elizabeth Gilbert.” —Elizabeth Gilbert

The Artist’s WayThe Artist’s Way is the seminal book on the subject of creativity. An international bestseller, millions of readers

have found it to be an invaluable guide to living the artist’s life. Still as vital today——or perhaps even more so——than it

was when it was first published one decade ago, it is a powerfully provocative and inspiring work. In a new

introduction to the book, Julia Cameron reflects upon the impact of The Artist’s WayThe Artist’s Way and describes the work she has

done during the last decade and the new insights into the creative process that she has gained. Updated and

expanded, this anniversary edition reframes The Artist’s WayThe Artist’s Way for a new century.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

With the basic principle that creative expression is the natural direction of life, Julia Cameron and Mark Bryan lead

you through a comprehensive twelve-week program to recover your creativity from a variety of blocks, including

limiting beliefs, fear, self-sabotage, jealousy, guilt, addictions, and other inhibiting forces, replacing them with

artistic confidence and productivity.

This book links creativity to spirituality by showing how to connect with the creative energies of the universe, and

has, in the four years since its publication, spawned a remarkable number of support groups for artists dedicated to

practicing the exercises it contains.
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